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Reviewer's report:

1. Paper is much improved, most of my reviewer's comments have been taken into consideration.

2. Page 2/line38-41: I prefer to describe exactly the nature of the relations; e.g. lower level of training of prescriber results in more drugs prescribed. As it reads now, it does not say much. Please give a summary of pages 8/177-185. Same for the conclusion (2/246-249).

3. 3/66-67: Does that include iron?

4. 5/124-125: "37 (7.3%) were able to read and write only" is not clear to me.

5. 7/146-148: Do these numbers include iron or not?

6. 12/255: I repeat my suggestion that a recommendation could be made to prepare and use more detailed treatment guidelines, which include advice on which medicines to use in pregnancy (e.g. which malaria medicine to use of quinine is not appropriate).

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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